ADM Location List Screen Dashboard
Introduction

As part of the kiosk release rel-200117-server, the following updates to the Location List
screen in ADM are now available to assist operators in watching the Revenue, Transactions
and Average Purchase Amount totals as the day progresses. It is in an easy to read format and
is limited to the users and roles that need the information.

Location List Screen Dashboard and Responsive Totals

On the Location List screen in ADM (homepage dashboard), three new total values have been
added above the Location List.
•

Daily Revenue is the first value that displays.

•

Total Daily Transactions is the second value and displays to the right.

•

Avg. Purchase Amount is the third value that displays.

Note: The values will only aggregate for the locations to which an ADM user has access, not to
all locations in the org. If a user only has access to a subset of locations, only those locations
will be included in these new sections.

New Role Permissions

A new permission, View Store Totals on Dashboard, has been added in User Roles and
Permissions. When this permission is selected, the Totals dashboard will display. When not
selected, the Totals dashboard will not be visible.
Another new permission, View Dashboard, has been added in User Roles and Permissions.
When this permission is selected, it will display all information in the dashboard grid for the
locations for which the user has access, including the new Totals tiles. When not selected, only
Devices, Location Name, Last Inventoried, and Email will be visible. The Daily Revenue and
Daily Transaction columns will not appear in the grid and the Totals tiles will not display.
For both of these new permissions, the permission for Super and Operator roles, will default to
ON. For all Reporter and Driver roles, it will default to OFF.
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